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ABSTRACT 
Afsharieh monarchy was important and independent throne in Islamic period of Iran. 
Although it was strong in internal and external areas, it fell down soon. It is reasonable to 
say that their extinction started in Nader Shah time as the founder of monarchy. Nader 
Shah was a brave fighter but internal and external factors appeared weakness and 
extinctionin his monarchy. This article considers the internal factorsin extinction of Nader 
kingdom. Internal factors include Nader’s personality, social crisis, economical extinction, 
political and religious agitation and Nader’s concentration on militarism. All these factors 

were effective in Afsharieh extinction . 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Nader Shah was from Afshar tribe in Dare-Gaz-Abivard of Khorasan. Since he was really doughty and 

manful, he was chosen as lieutenant general of Iran army. He frustrated Afghans and averted the power to 

Safavid monarchy. Because of Safavi failure against Osmani, he dethroned the king and substituted his young 

son. He induced himself as regent and crowned in Moghan plain in 1148 and founded Afsharieh 

monarchy.From the beginning of his rule, he was busy on internal anarchy and suppression. However his 

attempt was significant and effective first, internal crisis and Nader activities led to his failure. It is reasonable to 

say that Nader‟s kingship was in the path of extinction in his first six years. The second six year was the 

weakness and conjuncture period. Killing Nader after twelve year of his kingship was the first of Afsharieh 

monarchy extinction. This article wants to deal with internal factors of Afsharieh extinction in political, 

economical, religious and martial views. 

 

Nader’s military personality: 

 Nader‟s personality and activities originated from his growth environment. Having martial personality was 

the main governmental ingredient. “Nader was such an ambitious arrogant man that he could not decrease his 

passion in conquest. He was only a martial choice who did not use to consider the issues through wisely and 

informatively. He did not have any regularity in his attacks as well. He only moved from east to west or from 

north to west withoutdisposition” (Lakhart, 2008, p.559).  

 

Nader ethical characteristics: 

 Nader was a firm, bearish and bilious man and he liked to live in an achromatic way. After getting Indian 

plunders, he changed in to an acquisitive person gradually. His cupidity, effeminate body and his continuous 

misfortune changedhis personality significantly (Lakhart, 2008, p.603). Nader was tough person who could not 

tolerate and get along any body at all (Shabani, 2004, p.287).  

 

Nader physicality: 

 There is not enough information about Nader‟s childhood carnality however he used to be very strong in 

adolescence and adult. Physical and mental condition of Nader worsened in 1741 summer. He became a cruel 

man (Bazen, 1985, p.290). He made his son blind and after that his nature and health hit completely (Estarabadi, 
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Dare Nadereh, 1962, p.263). He suffered from hepatic problem since 1742 until 1745.  He was taken to 

Miandasht by stretcher.  

 By passing time, he got gluttonous more than before and he decided to be “master of atrocity” (Marvi, 

1995, p.1083). He passed the last year of his life in extreme barbarism and callousness. He suffered from an 

especial sickness called “incurable insomnia” by Mohammad Kazem and “demonic and devilish acerbity” by 

Hanavi (Hanavi, 2004, p.310).Vabazan, Nader‟ doctor, called his problem “ Estesgha”. He changed in to a 

vampire monster when he was sixty years old since he had continuous presence in different wares such as 

Daghestan.  

 

Nader’s distrust to his relatives: 

 Nader‟s distrust to his relatives was an effective reason of Nader‟s failure. Nader suspected his relatives to 

grab his crown. Therefore, his depression increased more and more.  

 

Non-Acceptability of Nader among vassals: 

 Nader could be a perfect king if he did not concentrate on wars. The majority of vassals hated him because 

he received heavy taxes and replaced Jafari religion instead of Safavid. He did not pay so much attention to 

vassal‟s welfare. He considered the people in his country as the collectors of food, money and equipments for 

his army (Hanavi, 2004, p.248).  

 

Social structure of Iran in Afsharieh monarchy (social bad situations): 

 The majority of people used to live in bad and poor condition especially vassals and farmers. Governmental 

officers used to depredate the vassals‟ harvests or force them to work without money; therefore soldiers had 

better life conditions (Lakhart, 1999, p.599). 

 

Extinction of ethics in Iranian societies: 

 The other heart breaking issue in Afsharieh monarchy was to kill people causelessly. Along with the chaos 

condition, people were witness of killing their family members (Shabani, 1994, p.73).  

 

Lack of suitable relationship between social and political structures: 

 Lack of suitable relationship between social and political structuresculminated to cleavage between political 

and social structure of the society. Therefore, internal conflicts and political inconsistent established the 

background of extinction.  

 

Militarist administration of Afsharieh: 

 Since Nader was really ambitious in militarism, he founded a martial state. This state was non religious at 

all and focused only on servicemen and stressed on bludgeon. All these factors led to disorders and rebellions. 

“All people in any society demand help from a tiny article when they can not tolerate their situation” (Hanavi, 

2004, p.240). Nader harmed himself by his behaiviour. 

 

Amplifying the martial systems: 

 In Nader‟ kingship, the soldiers militarists were the most comfortable group of society. Number of them 

increased daily since Nader used to beholden his crown of his soldiers. 

 

Attention to Sunni army instead of Shiite one: 

 Sunni tribes had effective role on internal and external wars. Nader did not behave justly among Sunni and 

Shiite army, and this lead to his failure. 

 

Nader Islamic union plan: 

 Nader Islamic union plan was his main religious activity. He gathered 72 Muslim scientists from Iran, 

Afghanistan and Mesopotamia in Najaf in 1742 (Ghodussi, 1930, p.312). This assemblage was unique to solve 

the religious problems against Sunni and Shiite (Shabani, 1997, p.112). Nader‟s plan lost and became the reason 

of his extinction.  

 

Nader’s motivation for Islamic union plan through historians’ view: 

1. Defacement and manipulation of  Safavid doctrinal background  to remove their religious legitimacy 

(Saiex, 1989, p.365). 

2. Eradicating of disharmony and rancor to  reunion the vassals and Aesharieh kingdom 

( Jafariyn, 1998, p.157). 

3. Gravitation of reliance among Sunnis as the major part of his army. 
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 Nader performed these activities to satisfy Sunnis soldiers and to attract Afghans‟ support (Furan, 1998, 

p.13). He aimed to remove disagreement between Sunni and Shiite (Lambton, 2002, 566).  

 

Nader deprivation in Islamic Union plan: 

 Although Nader‟s Islamic reunion decreased the conflicts between Iran and Osmani against European 

nations, it was not performed for the abstention of Osmani king. Nader‟s endeavors dissipated in connection to 

Osmani emperor since there was contest and aggrandizement between them. On the other hand, Nader was 

always worried about the Shiites rebellion. All of these problems aggravated Nader‟s sickness mentally and 

physically. Therefore he got barbarous than before. 

 

Suppression of priesthood and Shiite and clergymen: 

 In Nader‟s monarchy, priesthood lost their interests and benefits and their condition was lower than soldiers 

and militarists. Nader wanted to enforce Jaffary faith to Osmanies in order to decrease animosity between Sunni 

and Shiite. He aimed to make fifth faith next to the other fourth ones (Estarabadi, 1998, pp. 597-599). After a 

while, Nader informed the clergymen‟s antagonism so he ordered to transfer the charities to official chambers 

(Utter, 1987, p.138). so many clergymen were removed from their points and some others such as Molabashi or 

Sheikholeslam did not have credit as much as before. They could not infiltrate in adjudication (Shabani, 2000, 

p.148).  

 

Derogation of affiliation: 

 Organizational structure of any state depends on the public grades, relationship between these grades and 

hierarchy. Organizational structure of Afsharieh kingdom was similar to Safavid. It composed of three levels 

called religious part, official part and martial part. For Afsharieh monarchy, the third group, the martial part 

unsettled the structure on their benefits and the other tow groups were limited.  

 

Lack of coherent administrative organ: 

 Afsharieh did not have enough time to make a coherent administrative organ. Nader was always busy in 

wars and he did not have any talent in politics. He failed because of his weakness in making anadministrative 

organ.  

 

Compulsory transplant of people: 

 Compulsory transplant of people was common in Afsharieh kingdom. This transplant had several aims. The 

first aim was to register people‟s lands in government‟s benefit. The second aim was to use the nomads as cheap 

manpower. The third aim was to bend people and the forth one was to change vassals‟ lives in to colonies. 

Nader had four military purposes for these transplants;  

1. Enrichment of manpower to protect his crown 

2. Defense the eastern borders 

3. Prevent the rebellion and frustration of disobedient 

4. Settle a military base 

These transplants led to Nader debilitation. 

 

Eclipse of landholders:  

 Landholding was common on Saljughi monarchy in Iran. In this method, the king used to allot his lands to 

people and he could give them back when he decided. Since Afsharieh had absolutist essence, Nader acquired 

the lands. “ Nader used to emit many lands even kings‟ in his own favor” ( Ashrafian, 2536, p.184). 

 

Continuous wars: 

  Nader had such an arbitrary government than killing was the essence of his monarchy. Nader was busy 12 

years for fighting with Osmanian and Russian as well as campaign to many cities such as Ghandehar, Dehli, 

Bokhra and Daghestan (Marvi, 1995, p.549). These tensions made mental sickness for him and he became a 

vampire at the end of his life especially to his relatives ( Estarabadi, 1962, pp. 345-362). 

 

Economical collapse: 

 Commercial activities were in doldrums position in Afsharieh monarchy. Internal and external trades were 

in crisis and the farmers had to compensate the weakness with heavy inflation.  

 

Getting heavy taxes: 

 The main relation between government and people was to get heavy taxes in Afsharieh monarchy. Nader 

deposited many points except fiscal points. Mostofoilmamalek was an important and sensitive point in this 

monarchy which remained forever. Nader‟s mistake was to get heavy taxes. If some people were not able to pay 
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the tax, Nader registered their capitals in his own favor and if they did not have any capital he take their women 

and daughters for his soldiers. He was sick mentally to get heavy taxes (Hanavi, 2004, p.248). 

 

Disorders and their reasons:  

 While Nader was moving from Daghestan to Baghdad, he the first rebellion of people happened. Large and 

small tribes did not have satisfaction with Nader and they protested to heavy taxes. There were some grades 

called Biglerbeigi who considered themselves higher than Nader. They encourage people to squawk. We 

mention some of these disorders below: 

 

Mohammad Khan Baluch’s mutiny as the firs largest internal insurrection: 

 Mohammad khan joined to Iran army in Mahmud Afghan attack. He was sent to Osmani separation but he 

was no accepted since he had amorphous appearance. After he got Kohgulieh government he made a powerful 

army and attacked to Nader. At the end he flopped and killed.  

 

Mohammad Taghi Khan Shirazi in Fars insurrection: 

 This mutiny was an important one and it started in 1744 for the first time. This rebellion included Shraz, 

Hoveizeh, Shushtar, and Lar. All people protested to heavy taxes but Nader„s tax takers tortured people who 

could not offer the tax. “People ought to give their money or even their children to Indian solders” ( Marvi, 

1995, p.937). At the beginning of rebellion Fili and Farsi tribes joint together and  killed 20 tax takers. Then 

they circled Mohammad Taghi Khan‟ home and asked him to be the head of insurrection. He accepted this 

suggestion and he killed Rostam khan as the main owner of lands and ports to attract southern Arabs. Finally he 

was flopped by Nader‟s army. 

 

Ghajar insurrection in Estarabad and Mazandaran: 

 Ghajars were colonies first, and then they became landholders. In Afsharieh monarchy they had to pay 

heavy taxes from 1156. Since they protested the taxes, they made rebellion in Mazandaran. Mohammad Hassan 

Khan Ghajar attacked to Estarabad  byTorkamanYamut and circled Argsgahr. Finally he was flopped by Nader.  

 

Khabushan Kurdish rebellion: 

 This rebellion started for the heavy taxes of khans. Khans  who could not pay money as taxes, escaped to 

Khabushan and went to Daghestan mountains. Nader frustrated them in Khabushan and Sistan.  Nader was 

killed in this war as well . 

 

Reza GholiMirza activities and making him blind: 

 Reza Gholi was very inexperienced in politics and statesmanship and he was a copy cat young man. His 

significant mistake was to change the kings since he did not get any information from Nader for tow month.  His 

second mistake was to reject Abolfeiz sister or daughter to marry than derived Nader crazy.  His thirdmistske 

was to kill Shah-Tahmasb and his son.  

 

How to make Reza GholiMirza blind: 

 After shooting to Nader in Savadkul jungles he got suspicious to his old son. His son pointed himself as the 

king of Afsharieh monarchy in 1740 after his father traveled to India in 1738 for a time (Estarabadi, 1965, 

p.207). Therefore, Nader ordered to make his son blind in ShahriarAfshar. The last five years of his life he had 

serious mental problems and hedeprivated his monarchy from a capable king by killing his son. 

 

Kerman disasters: 

 First disaster: after Nader crowned, he traveled to Kerman for the first time and he made heavy pressure on 

people economically. According to Dutch utterances, the world had not seen such pressure before. After Nader 

left the city, it was not as well as before. Business was awful in this city and many people traveled to India. 

 Second disaster: before Nader went to Krman from Sirjan and Neiriz way, he asked khans to come to 

Kerman to explain why people did not pay their taxes on time. All khans came to Kerman and explained the 

reasons, but Nader got angry and made 8 or 9 of them blind. Then he tortured 60 tax takers and he killed 700 

people (Kalantar, 1983, p.23). 

 

Isfahan disaster: 

 Nader interred Isfahan and killed many people who did not pat taxes. He asked his soldiers to cut peoples 

ears, make them blind and cut their arms and legs. Nader hated Isfahanians since Isfahan was the capital of 

Safavid monarchy. Many people immigrated from Isfahan to other cities (Report of nations, 2000, p.66).  
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Lack of efficient alternative: 

 Killing so many people between Nader‟s death and Karim khan government will not repeat in Iran‟s 

history. Since Nader killed many efficient people around, he did not have any equivalent alternatives. There was 

not a real politic man to return the peace to people (Shabani, 1995, p.98).  Ali shah crowned in Mashhad and 

Ebrahim khan in Tabriz. Both were really cruel. “All trash hobo people became kings and it was called bounty” 

(Golestaneh, 1965, p.37). 

 

Conclusion: 

 For a survival region, money, power and science are required. Nader focused on money and power. He used 

to kill people by injustice and spent so much money for his army. Nader‟s activities made political, cultural and 

social problems and he fallowed distrusting and betrayal instead of loyalty and kindness. If he built cities and 

boomed business he would never be wretched. There was a large distance between Nader and justice as the main 

factor of his living; therefore he moved to decline and extinction.  Nader had many ethic, physical and mental 

problems which were the main reasons of his failure.  
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